Changing the world.
Meet our inspiring students and
graduates – on a mission to make
a difference.

Why science?
The world is facing immense challenges. For every problem, science is helping us
find solutions.
Science needs bright, young minds with new ideas and approaches. Science needs people like
you who want to make a difference.

Where can it take me?
A career in science is limited only by your own imagination. You could be anything – from a
marine biologist to a market analyst, a psychologist to a policy adviser, a seismologist to an
aerospace engineer, and much, much more. With science – anything is possible.

Where do I start?
A Bachelor of Science (BSc) is the first step to becoming a scientist. It can open doors to many
other careers too. A BSc has lots of subjects to choose from, exposes you to new ideas and
technologies, and gives you the skills and tools you’ll need to understand and influence the
world around you.
Join the dreamers, explorers and innovators of our time. Choose science and change
the world.

Why UC Science?
At UC Science you decide where you’re going – our job is to
help you get there.
We offer heaps of options and flexibility, state-of-the-art facilities, amazing research
opportunities (in the lab and the field), and passionate, world-recognised lecturers. Our
campus is friendly, compact and based just on the edge of Christchurch city.
Our 3-year BSc degree is hugely flexible and you can mix and match subjects across a range
of disciplines. This allows you to explore a wide range of subjects, try things out and see
what you like before you specialise and progress in your career. You can choose from 18 major
subjects and 32 disciplines in total, giving you the opportunity to design your own future.

Introducing some of our inspiring
students and graduates – on a
mission to make a difference...

“You need to be interested to stay
motivated, and to be interested is to
pursue what you love.”

Understanding animals
Animals have always fascinated Bonnie Humphrey. When she
discovered she could make a career out of studying them,
everything fell into place.
It was at high school that Bonnie
discovered an interest in genetics; this
led her to study the science around
behaviours. Her current master’s research
investigates animal behaviour, through
lab testing of jumping spiders. The spiders
have given her a new appreciation for the
complexity of other creatures.
“I love seeing different ‘personalities’ or
individual characteristics in the jumping
spiders; these tiny wee animals with a few
thousand neurons have captivated me
– despite being terrified of them a few
years ago. Some spiders are ‘shy’, some

are jittery, others are aggressive and will
consistently attack the paintbrush every
time I lure them out – it’s funny.”
Bonnie, of Te Āti Awa descent, hopes to
continue onto PhD study, potentially
into dog behaviour. In the long-term,
whatever animal she ends up focusing on,
Bonnie is determined to study what she
finds inspiring.
“You need to be interested to stay
motivated at uni, and to be interested is to
pursue what you love.”

How I’m turning my interests into a career
• Gained a Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences and Psychology
• Studying towards a Master of Science in Biological Sciences
• Started working as a research assistant studying animal behaviour
• Planning on PhD research around dog behaviour

Bonnie Humphrey

Cleaning up the beauty industry
Brianne West —entrepreneur, biochemist and founder of
Ethique beauty— is prepared to change the world.
Armed with a science degree, business
savvy and a whole lot of passion, she’s on
a mission to clean up the beauty industry
– one body bar at time.

Brianne was in her second year of a biology
degree when she worked out how to create
solid shampoos – and realised there could
be a business in it.

As founder and CEO of Ethique beauty,
the world’s only plastic-free cosmetics
company, she is leading by example.

She says a science degree was the perfect
foundation for her business ambitions.

“I’m passionate about the values my
company stands for and the change we’re
creating in the world. I’m insanely proud
that we’ve prevented more than 130,000
bottles from being made and disposed of –
our next goal is one million.”

“I’ve been able to use the skills I have
to create a business that has a positive,
tangible effect on the environment – and
that feels amazing.”
Find out more about Brianne’s mission at:
www.ethiquebeauty.com

How I’m making a difference
• Gained a Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences
• Started the world’s first plastic-free cosmetic company
• On a mission to rid the world of cosmetic waste

Brianne West

“I’m passionate about the
values my company stands for
and the change we’re creating in
the world.”

“I lead a great team of people
providing long-term benefits for
communities all over the world.”

Success starts with simplicity
When it comes to career planning, Gareth Taylor has a simple
strategy – “follow your interests”.
“I ended up doing environmental science
because that’s what I was interested
in, and that’s mostly how my career
has developed too – ultimately, I
decided to follow my interests towards
environmental consulting.”

Helping in the rebuild of Christchurch (his
home city), after a series of devastating
earthquakes, is a highlight of his career.
He’s also proud that his team is providing
long-term benefits for communities all
over the world.

Gareth now leads a team of engineers,
scientists and planners at Jacobs – one
of the world’s largest construction and
engineering companies.

The work is diverse and varied and involves
a large amount of problem solving and
ability to think on your feet – all skills he
honed while studying science at UC.

“Our projects include large-scale
infrastructure design, environmental
assessments and strategic advice
for clients.”

“Studying science taught me to self-learn
and apply learnings quickly, and the skills
are adaptable to many different areas.”

My steps to success
• Gained a Bachelor of Science in Biology and Psychology
• Completed a Postgraduate Diploma in Environmental Science
• Earned a PhD in Environmental Science
• Now a senior executive at global engineering company Jacobs
• Currently leading a world-recognised team making a long-term difference

Gareth Taylor

Embracing the unknown
A life-long interest in science fiction has led Jade Bennett to
the stars.
“I grew up loving science fiction. I loved
the themes of the unknown, the diversity
and technology. Through this passion I
became fascinated by the universe and
how much we don’t understand,” she says.
Jade decided a BSc in Astronomy would be
a good fit for her – and she was right.
“I loved learning about how the universe
works – from the structure of the universe
down to subatomic particles, recognizing
the patterns and learning all the different
theories for why these things are the way
they are.”

Jade, of Ngāti Raukawa descent, says a
desire to keep learning new things is a big
motivator for her.
“Science degrees are hard work, but very
rewarding. I enjoy learning – that feeling
you get when you’ve been working on
something for a while and it’s really
confusing, but then you finally get it and it
feels really self-validating.”

What inspires me
• Science fiction and themes of the unknown
• The mysteries of the universe
• Learning different theories, finding patterns and answers

Jade Bennett

“I love learning how the universe
works – from how it’s structured
down to subatomic particles.”

“I want to start my own
geotechnical consulting company.”

Breaking new ground
Kate Tinnelly was after a practical career with lots of
opportunities. She found it through studying geology.
“Being such a new science, geology
is evolving and new things are being
discovered all the time, so there are unique
opportunities in the field,” says Kate, who
specialises in engineering geology.
“Engineering geologists are the
middlemen between the engineers and
the ground. We interpret the ground and
provide the numbers for engineers to use
in the building of structures.”
After completing her undergraduate
degree, Kate decided to specialise in
engineering geology at postgraduate level.

“My postgrad year gave me opportunities
to work with industry programmes and
professionals, making the step from study
to professional life a lot easier.”
Kate is now a graduate engineer in the
mining industry, working at BHP Billiton
– one of the world’s leading resource
companies. Longer-term, she wants to
return to New Zealand and start her
own company.
“My plan is to eventually get into a higher
management position in a large firm, and
potentially start my own geotechnical
consulting company.”

My achievements so far
• Bachelor of Science in Geology with an endorsement in Environmental Science
• Postgraduate Diploma in Engineering Geology
• Graduate Geotechnical Engineer, BHP Billiton, Australia

Kate Tinnelly

Knowledge to inspire the future
When Mahali Matehe was deciding on his future career, he
found the answer in physics.
It was a love of problem-solving and wish
to understand how the world around
us works that first attracted Mahali
to physics.

Mahali, of Ngāi Tahu and Ngāti Porou
descent, is keen to share his knowledge
and encourage others who are enthusiastic
about his field.

“If you have a real passion for
understanding the logic of how things
work, or if you want to create the kinds of
great infrastructures you see all around
the world, then physics and mathematics
is the way to go,” he says.

After gaining a BSc in Physics , he’s now
studying towards a Master of Science in
Medical Physics.

“I enjoy the complexity of my subjects and
the logic and reasoning behind them, and
applying my knowledge of them to
real-life situations.”

“In terms of my career, there are so many
research possibilities that I’d love to
explore. However, ultimately I’d love to
teach both physics and mathematics to
others who are passionate about how the
world works, whether that is as a high
school teacher or a university lecturer.”

What motivates me
• Problem solving and understanding how the world works
• Applying my knowledge to real-life situations
• Teaching the next generation through physics and maths

Mahali Matehe

“Ultimately I’d love to teach others
who are passionate about how the
world works.”

“I want to have the knowledge and
tools to solve real-world problems.”

Research finds the answers
Roseanna is an ecologist on a mission to make a difference.
“I’m a scientist because I want to know
how the world around us works, and I want
to have the knowledge and tools to help
solve real-world problems,” she says.

She’s now doing a PhD at the University of
British Columbia in Canada, where she’s
studying freshwater invasion ecology
and conservation biology in amphibian
communities on an archipelago just south
of Alaska.

Roseanna’s research career has got off to
a flying start. While at UC, she won two
summer research scholarships. These saw
her investigate how plants are affected by
the liquefaction caused by earthquakes,
and she also modelled the distribution of a
native snail which is invasive overseas.

“My aim is to be able to do research that
excites me and hopefully makes significant
contributions to the scientific and general
community at the same time.”
Follow Roseanna’s research:
www.roseannagamlen-greene.weebly.com

For her honour’s research she
investigated the role of marine
subsidies (an independent resource
input from one system to another) in
freshwater ecosystems.

Where my research is taking me
• Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences and Geology
• Bachelor of Science with Honours in Ecology
• Worked at the National Institute for Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA)
• Now a PhD student at University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
• Currently undertaking research on an archipelago just south of Alaska

Roseanna Gamlen-Greene

Living the dream
Ever since he was a child, Rudranuj dreamed of a career “in a
white lab coat working in a pristine laboratory”. He found the
answer in biochemistry.
“At the time, I didn’t know what my
interests were, but as I learned more about
the field of biochemistry I knew that this
was something I’d enjoy doing,” he says.
“Biochemists are responsible for
significant contributions to the fields
of medicine, agriculture and nutrition.
Despite so much that is already
known, there are many things that are
constantly being discovered in the field
of biochemistry.”
Originally from India, Rudranuj (or Rudy
as his friends call him) is particularly

interested in drug development and
design. Through his biochemistry
degree, he was able to make contacts
with industry experts and landed an
internship with a commercial medical
diagnostics lab in India. He is also
involved in a research project with a UC
Summer Research Scholarship, testing and
isolating bioactives.
“Eventually, I wish to lead a successful
research group that produces meaningful
results that have an impact on the lives of
people who are less privileged than I am.”

My plans for the future
• Graduate with a Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry
• Work in the field of drug development and design
• Lead a research group and help people in need

Rudranuj Bundela

“I want to have an impact on
the lives of people less privileged
than I am.”

“The best part about what I’m doing
is that I love it and I feel like I’m
going to be useful to my society.”

A passion for positive change
With a desire for making a difference, Sef Erasito has found a
way to give back to society and help the planet.
Through his geography studies, he’s
investigating human effects on the
environment and ways to improve how
one affects the other.
“Finding a way that the environment,
society and economy can all be prosperous
without one degrading the other really
motivates me,” he says. “I want to be part
of the movement that encourages the idea
that the prosperity of these three things
can be achieved harmoniously.”
Taking inspiration from modern
environmental issues affecting the world,
Sef hopes to one day contribute to finding

the balance between societal progress and
effects on the environment.
“Ultimately, I’d love to work with
companies that engage with rethinking
development through communitybased economic prosperity and
environmental wellbeing.”
Choosing what to study at first was a
challenge, but after trying out geography
courses one year, Sef was hooked.
“The best part about what I’m doing is
that I love it and I feel that I’m going to be
useful to my society.”

How I’m making a difference
• Studying towards a Bachelor of Science in Geography
• Interested in the connection between people, environments and economies
• Planning a future in community economic development

Sef Erasito

Making good with technology
With degrees in computer science and engineering,
Sasha Wang is all set for a rewarding career.
It was when she took a computer
programming course in Year 12 at high
school, that Sasha first became fascinated
by the range of applications for the skill.
A few years later, while doing her Master
in Computer Science, she had the chance
to develop a real-world application of
her own.
“My project was about improving the
wireless communication process for
Christchurch’s bus finders —the devices at
bus stops that display how many minutes
until the bus will arrive— so they can be
more energy-saving and reliable. Knowing

my research could help benefit the public
by improving the public transport service
makes it very meaningful.”
Sasha now works as a researcher at the
Wireless Research Centre at NZi3 (the
national ICT innovation institute). She
says her choice of degrees gave her a
great foundation.
“I feel fully equipped for what I’m doing
now. I’ve learned various ways of solving
engineering problems which, while
systematic, didn’t limit my creativity but
helped me to think in the right direction.”

My rewarding career
• Gained a Bachelor of Engineering with First Class Honours in
Computer Engineering
• Went on to do a Master of Science in Computer Science
• Now solving industry-focused problems at the Wireless Research Centre

Xiaohan (Sasha) Wang

“Knowing my research could
help benefit the public makes it
very meaningful.”

Thinking about studying science?
Get in touch today and see how a BSc at UC can help you make a real difference.
Learn about degree options, campus life, how to enrol and more.
Phone: +64 3 3694141
Email: collegeofscience@canterbury.ac.nz
Web: www.canterbury.ac.nz/science
To meet more of our students and graduates visit:
www.canterbury.ac.nz and search keywords ‘student profiles’

